
EXT. SMITHSONIAN MUSEUM - NIGHT

The sky is choked with thick gray clouds as lightning arcs

between them, illuminating the maelstrom. A large hole,

about 40 feet wide and perfectly round, is blown into the

side of the building’s east wing.

PAN OVER TO opening. The camera travels through it. The

tunnel travels deep into the heart of the museum, past

dinosaur bones, mannequins dressed as pioneers, and through

the shattered fusilage of a destroyed WWII era airplane.

Enter a cavernous room with high ceilings. Its walls are

covered with faux distressed stone, meant to mimic an

ancient burial chamber of some sort. The room is lined with

pillars and glass cases leading up to two jackal statues, 20

feet high, abutting a golden sarcophagus. A man stands in

front of it, back to the canera. He is tall and thin, clad

in a tattered black jacket and crowned with a greying mullet

that recedes as it reaches the top of his head.

The man looks over his shoulder. His faced is scored with

wrinkles, his eyes are lifeless and bloodshot, and a

cigarette hangs from his thin lips. This man is former LAPD

detective MARTIN RIGGS. He turns his head forward.

Cut to the sarcophagus, zooming in slowly on the glistening

yellow gem that is embedded in the forehead of the coffin’s

effigy. Energy surges through it like the storm above.

RIGGS walks up slowly and drops a canvas bag to the ground.

He kneels next to it, unzips it, and empties its contents

across the stone floor. Inside is the last three months of

his life. Food. Rolled up magazines. Disposable cell phones.

Various tools. A gun.

In the midst of the clutter is the shattered picture frame,

the portrait of a woman in her 20s with a hideous blonde

perm. RIGGS picks up the picture frame, ponders it for a

moment, and then places it aside to grab up the crowbar that

sat beneath it.

RIGGS jams the crowbar into the sarcophagus and pries the

gem free. It falls to the ground, landing with a piercing

clank and doesn’t bounce or roll, as if it weighed a

thousand pounds. RIGGS picks up the relic and states

blankly. CUT TO the gem in the palm of his hand.

MAN (O.S.)

Martin Riggs! You are under the

arrest for the murder of Leo Getz!

RIGGS’ hand closes shut, firmly clenching the gem. CUT TO

RIGGS, turning to face the camera.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

RIGGS

Oh, Nick, it’s good to see you.

CUT TO LAPD Sgt. NICK MURTAUGH, clenching a 9mm handgun in

his sweaty palms. He is lean, young, and handsome, but has

the mustache and furrowed brow of a man twice his age.

RIGGS (CONT’D)

You’ve grown since last I saw you.

Before you were a boy, now you have

the badge and gun; the mark of a

true man.

NICK

I’m not fucking around here, Riggs.

Drop the rock and stand down, or I

will shoot.

NICK takes a step toward RIGGS, weapon pointed firmly ahead.

RIGGS

(Condescending)

A rock, Nick? A rock is a chunk of

granite or a piece of quartz that

you buy in a gift shop. This? This

is so much more.

NICK steps closer.

NICK

The hell are you talking about,

Riggs?

CUT TO RIGGS closing his eyes, letting his mind drift

through the æther. He spreads his arms to his sides. His

sleeves hang loosely from the skeletal frame of his once

proud body.

RIGGS

All my life, I have been haunted by

the specter of death.

Thunder crashes in the background, rattling the building.

RIGGS (CONT’D)

From my first steps across the

threshold of manhood, I have done

her bidding. From the killing

fields of Southeast Asia to the

killing fields of Los Angeles, I

have made my living be collecting

Death’s debts. (Pause) And you know

what? I was applauded for it!

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

The gem in RIGGS’ right hand begins to glow. Arcs of

electricity surge through him, making his wispy mullet hairs

stand erect.

RIGGS (CONT’D)

Still, she was not satisfied. She

made me take the lives of others

and stole mine in the process, but

still she plagued my thoughts. She

demanded penance.

NICK

Is that what you call murder, now?

RIGGS

No. I had killed hundreds in the

past, how was this any different?

Because I didn’t get a medal or

paycheck for it? Besides, if it

wasn’t Leo, it would’ve been

someone else. The toll had to be

paid.

Nick tries to creep closer.

NICK

Riggs, this isn’t you. This man is

behind you and you beat him. You

and dad-

CUT TO RIGGS. Energy crackles from his palm.

RIGGS

(Shouting)

Enough!

RIGGS throws his arms in the air, sending a bolt of energy

skyward. It ruptures the ceiling, sending debris and rain

cascading through the opening. CUT TO RIGGS, his frenzied

demeanor morphing into a satisfied grin. He sends another

bolt flying.

NICK leaps out of the way behind an exhibit depicting the

mummification process. He presses his back against the

display, but a chunk of ceiling falls and crushes it,

narrowly missing his head. In the confusion, NICK’s gun gets

knocked out of his hand, clattering about to feet away

directly into the line of fire.

NICK dives for the pistol. He slides along the ground, grabs

the gun, and fires three shots at RIGGS before skidding to a

halt. CUT TO RIGGS, who turns the bullets into a cloud of

subatomic particles with a wave of his hand.

(CONTINUED)
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The gun in NICK’s hand glows white hot. He drops it, but his

hands palms are severely burned in the process. The gun

melts before it hits the ground. Suddenly, NICK grasps at

his throat with his charred hands.

RIGGS (O.S.)

Do you really think these bits of

metal can harm me?I am no longer a

mere mortal, Nicholas.

NICK is lifted into the air by some unseen force and drifts

slowly towards RIGGS. CUT TO RIGGS, hovering above the

ground, dangling like a marionette. They rise in unison

through the hole in the ceiling into the stormy sky. NICK

struggles to free himself.

RIGGS

Why do you fight it? I may have

been too late to save poor Leo, but

I can still save you and your

father and anyone else I please. I

am your deliverance.

Flashes of lightning flicker all around in a near constant

stream id light. A bolt strikes RIGGS, sending millions of

volts coursing through him. He simply smiles, reveling in

his dominion over the elements.

RIGGS

Your god? He is spiteful, full of

malice. I will be more.

NICK still fails about, trying to unlatch the invisible vice

around his throat.

RIGGS

Please, Nicholas, calm yourself.

RIGGS (CONT’D)

(Turns his head to the left)

Maybe he just needs to be

persuaded. The truth will set him

free, so it goes.

RIGGS (CONT’D)

(Turns his head to the right)

Yes, yes. You must be right. I will

show him why this must be done.

RIGGS (CONT’D)

(Turns his head to face NICK)

Come. We’re going to go on a

pilgrimage of sorts.

(CONTINUED)
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RIGGS snaps his fingers.

CUT TO

EXT. HOSPITAL - EVENING

The two materialize in the middle of a complex of imposing

glass building, on the median between two streets. RIGGS

lowers his hand and NICK falls to the ground, gasping for

air.

NICK

Where... where the hell are we now?

RIGGS

Los Angeles, Mr. Murtagh.

NICK

What? No we’re in-

NICK looks to his right and sees CEDARS-SINAI MEDICAL CENTER

chiseled into the building.

NICK

I guess we’re in LA.

RIGGS

Why do you doubt me, Nicholas? I am

no longer bound to the laws of this

reality. I can go anywhere-

RIGGS snaps. CUT TO a frozen tundra. Four moons hang

overhead as the night sky swirls with a miasma of pink star

matter.

RIGGS (CONT’D)

...do anything-

RIGGS snaps again. A flower sprouts through the ice,

withers, and dissolves into a puddle of warm liquid, melting

the snow surrounding it. Out from the puddle crawls a gilled

lizard. Its legs extend, arms elongate, and scales turn to

fur. It is now a wolf cub. Then a small chimpanzee. Then a

human child. The child’s life unfolds before NICK’s eyes,

all of its losses, loves, hardships, and triumphs. Finally,

it dies. Out from the corpse sprouts a flower.

RIGGS snaps. CUT BACK TO the hospital.

RIGGS

Now, is it really so hard to

believe that we are in Los Angeles?

Come.

(CONTINUED)
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RIGGS walks forward toward the hospital. As he goes forward

he is elevated slightly more. Each step illuminates a step

of the staircase. NICK stumbles behind, still bewildered

from witnessing the cycle of life occurring in front of him

in the span of 30 seconds. He makes his way up the stairs.

RIGGS stops his ascent in front of a fifth floor window. He

claps his hands together and the building in front of him

ripples like a stone tossed in a pond. As he pulls his hands

apart, a passageway opens through the building around it.

RIGGS enters and NICK follows. The hallway didn’t simply

clear a path, it was inserted between the matter.

The hospital appears to function as normal. A row of beds

are split down the middle, half of each and the patients

atop them are divided by the passage. A gurney speeds by,

going through one side of the hall and instantaneously

appearing on the other side. The two walk through an

elevator shaft. NICK looks up and cowers as an elevator

speeds toward him. It passes harmlessly through one side and

out the other.

NICK

I’m getting too old for this shit.

RIGGS

(Harshly)

No, Nicholas! Don’t you understand?

I am the one getting too old. And

so is he.

RIGGS stops and turns to his right. He reaches out, grabs

something unseen, and turns it. He swings his arm like he is

opening arm door and walks through where the wall would be

if the hallway didn’t exist in some inconceivable dimension.

NICK runs to catch up, but when he enters he sees...

ROGER MURTAUGH, lying on a hospital bed. His skin is grey

and covered in sores with thin flaps of it hanging from his

arms and legs. He is completely without hair, on his head or

above his lip. Every inch of his body, from his sunken eyes

to what remains of the sinewy muscles on the soles of his

feet, is hooked up to some sort of machine by a wire or

tube. NICK runs to the bedside.

NICK

(Sobbing)

Dad?! Dad... oh god. I’m... I... I

didn’t...

RIGGS

He can’t hear you, Nicholas.

(CONTINUED)
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NICK

Daddy, please. I’m sorry it had to

be like this, daddy. I-I never

should’ve brought James over for

Christmas. I thought you would

understa-

RIGGS

Please, Nicholas, it’s no use.

RIGGS waves his hand to the left. NICK is slowly pulled away

from the bed. He reaches out to his father, but each frantic

swipe of his arms seems to make the distance between them

greater. RIGGS waves his hand to the ground and NICK falls.

NICK crawls over to the bed again but an invisible wall

stands in his way. He bangs on the force field with his fist

but collapses on the floor in in a sobbing heap.

NICK

Riggs... I... I didn’t know he...

NICK scrambles to RIGGS’ feet.

NICK

(Pleading)

Please, what can I do? Does he need

a transfusion or a new kidney or

something? I’ll do anything!

RIGGS looks forward, not lowering his gaze to meet the

whimpering man at his feet.

RIGGS

There is nothing that you can do.

NICK jumps to his feet and lunges at RIGGS, pummeling him

across the face.

NICKWHY

(Screaming)

Why?! Why are you doing this?! Why

are really you fucking toying with

me like this?! Fucking answer me!

NICK lays down punch after punch until he collapses to the

ground from exhaustion. RIGGS stands motionless, a streak of

blood across his cheek. He wipes it away, but there is no

cut or bruise beneath it.

CUT TO NICK, looking at his hands. The knuckles are raw,

nearly to the bone, and his palms are covered with are

really layer of charred and blistered skin.

(CONTINUED)
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RIGGS

He belongs to Death now. There is

nothing that you can do. But me?

What dominion does Death hold over

me? I can create life and I can

take it away. I have made Death

obsolete.

RIGGS snaps his fingers. ROGER’s eyes flutter, his breathing

becomes less labored, and he begins to stir. RIGGS snaps

again and the heart rate monitor flatlines.

NICK

No... No! Bring him back!

RIGGS

You have a choice, Nicholas. I tire

of this realm. I can leave this

place behind, craft my own reality

from scratch. Or... or I could

shape this world to my vision. I

could usurp your God and Death, his

concubine.

NICK

No, Riggs. A world without death

isn’t paradise. Every organism,

reproducing endlessly with no way

to restore balance and the natural

order. Life would become a cancer.

We need death, even... even when it

takes the ones we love.

RIGGS

No. You have not lived through the

horrors that I have. You do not

understand.

NICK

Death... death is why we so cherish

life...

RIGGS

How dare you! Death is a blight

upon the world, not something to be

celebrated!

NICK

Riggs. If you loved Victoria you

would let her-

RIGGS grabs NICK by the throat and hold him in the air.

(CONTINUED)
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RIGGS

Silence! I offer you the ultimate

prize and you repay me with

blasphemy! Maybe... maybe this

world doesn’t need salvation after

all.

RIGGS (CONT’D)

(Turns his head left)

Yes, they need cleansing.

RIGGS (CONT’D)

(Turns his head right)

They don’t deserve your

benevolence.

RIGGS (CONT’D)

(Turns to face NICK)

Yes. You! All of you! People are

the real problem! Man is the only

creature in this world who kills

for please, not out of necessity! A

lion will kill a gazelle to feed

it’s pride. But you? You build new

and more efficient tools for

killing. You murder each other in

the name of a piece of cloth! Over

lines on a map! Humans? Yes, humans

are the real lethal weapon.

NICK gasps for air and waves his hand in RIGGS’ face.

RIGGS

For creatures so fascinated with

death, you sure do not welcome her

with open arms. What? What do you

wish to say?

RIGGS loosens his grip ever so slightly.

NICK

(Wheezing through a collapsed

windpipe)

You... you’ve got one thing wrong.

NICK places his pointer finger on RIGGS’ temple. Gunshots

ring out. RIGGS hits the floor, blood leaking and energy

streaming from holes in both sides of his skull. NICK lays

on the ground, gun smoke coming from the end of his finger.

NICK

(Clearly)

I’m the real lethal weapon.

(CONTINUED)
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NICK stands up and walks over to the hospital bed. ROGER is

on the bed, writhing ever so slightly with his glassy eyes

wide open.

NICK

I’m sorry, dad. You deserved better

than this.

NICK kisses his father on the forehead and closes his eyes.

He reached around behind the bed and unplug the series of

machines. The instruments scream with a cacophony of beeps

and whines.

NICK walks over to the corpse of RIGGS and nudges his hand

with his foot, revealing the gem embedded in his right palm.

NICK kneels beside him.

NICK dislodges the gem, leaving a bloody indentation in

RIGGS’ palm. NICK cradles the blood soaked gem in his hand.

SLOW ZOOM on the gem. The sound of the machines slowly

crescendos into a wall of noise. His fingers twitch.

CUT TO BLACK


